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Our Footprint In Asia

China
South Korea

Hong Kong SAR

Taiwan

Macau SAR

Philippines

Thailand

Vietnam

Malaysia
Singapore

Indonesia
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Introduction

• Exceptional financial strength,
managing risks conservatively in both
underwriting and investing.
• The Asia Pacific region is one of
Chubb’s fastest-growing markets in
recent years in Property & Casualty,
Accident & Health, and Personal
Insurance — Chubb has enhanced its
distribution via strategic acquisitions
in various countries and grown our
product offerings to meet the evolving
needs of our customers.
• More than 4,200 employees in over
100 offices with the Regional Head
Office in Singapore.

We are pleased to present Chubb’s
Property & Casualty (P&C) Capabilities
Brochure for Asia. The core objectives of
developing this brochure are to:
• Give you an insight into our
segmentation strategy
• Present Chubb’s capabilities across
our broad product offering and
service provisions
• Clarify our key focus areas by
product line and distribution
platforms that can streamline the
business flow with our partners
• Provide an overview of the benefits of
partnering with Chubb as your insurer
We trust that you’ll find this brochure
useful, that your understanding of Chubb
will improve and your engagement with
our teams will remain strong.

Here are some useful facts about Chubb:
• The world’s largest publicly traded
property and casualty (P&C) insurer,
based on market capitalisation of
$67.2 billion*.
• A truly global company, with local
operations in 54 countries and
territories.
• Has one of the largest product
portfolios in the global insurance
industry. These include over 200
distinct commercial insurance and
reinsurance products and services;
specialty coverages for clients ranging
from multinational corporations,
middle market companies and small
businesses to consumers.
• Chubb Limited, the parent company
of Chubb, is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE:CB) and is a
component of the S&P 500 index.
• Core operating insurance companies
are rated ‘AA’ for financial strength by
S&P and ‘A++’ by A.M. Best**.

Chubb’s “Strong” ERM rating from
S&P places it in the top 20% of North
America and Bermuda companies

Very Strong 2%
Strong 18%

Weak 1%

Adequate 79%

Source: S&P ERM rating report (May 2015)

* At June 30, 2019

Grant Cairns
Head of Property & Casualty
Asia Pacific
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Solutions for Large & Multinational
Clients
Whole Account Underwriting
Our ‘whole account underwriting’
approach ensures that we take a holistic
view when managing your clients’ risks.
From traditional Property & Casualty
and Accident & Health risks to emerging
threats related to environmental
concerns, cyber attacks, terrorism and
political violence, the Major Accounts
Division works in tandem with you and
your clients to help manage insurance
programs more efficiently and more cost
effectively.
Dedicated Team to Serve Your Needs

At Chubb, we understand the
complex, interconnected risks faced
by businesses today and we have been
providing globally coordinated, locally
flexible insurance solutions for large,
multinational and global organisations
and their brokers for over three
decades.
The Major Accounts Division at Chubb
provides underwriting, risk engineering
and claims services for the region’s
large, multi-national clients and business
partners. We have extensive expertise
in global underwriting, compliance and
regulatory matters, risk assessment
and mitigation, as well as claims
handling. We provide dedicated support
through our coordinated relationship
management. We are committed to
working collaboratively with you and
your clients to craft and deliver potent
solutions through Chubb’s extensive
global services and claims operations.
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Led by senior Chubb executives and
staffed with experienced professionals,
Chubb's Major Accounts Division brings
best-in-class underwriting discipline,
dedicated client and claims relationship
management, risk engineering expertise,
as well as the power of our unique global
network to serve your needs.
Dedicated underwriters who
understand the complex insurance
needs of large domestic or multinational
companies will oversee each portfolio.
Depending on the size and scale of your
Chubb relationship and in accordance
with your needs, we can also assign a
Chubb Global Client Executive who has
deep industry knowledge of the issues
you face, to serve as your single point of
contact throughout Chubb.
Taking that one step further, we can offer
Claims Client Relationship Managers to
coordinate our claims services at home
and abroad, supported by consistent
protocols and processes globally,
ensuring that when a claim occurs –
wherever it occurs – we’ll manage it
consistently and efficiently. And we’ll
resolve it promptly.
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Seasoned Risk Engineers with deep
technical know-how are available to
provide pre and post-loss risk mitigation
advice. With over 400 in-house risk
engineering experts globally, with
experience in a wide range of traditional
and specialist sectors, you can be assured
that assistance will be available every
step of the way.
Solutions Where You Are, Wherever
That May Be
We have extensive operations in
54 countries and territories, and a
network that spans 200+ countries – all
performing under exacting measured
and published service standards.
Combined with our product breadth
and financial strength, this means we
can help you manage risk anywhere in
the world with confidence. In fact, the
more complex your clients’ exposures,
the more valuable our capabilities.
Our Global Services team ensures
timely and consistent administration
of your program. With leading-edge
technology and our expansive network,
we manage globally and execute locally.
We adhere to demanding performance
and delivery standards, so your Chubb
experience will always be superior – and
consistent – in terms of quality, accuracy
and efficiency.

That’s just a small sample of what
Worldview can do. You can configure
it to give you what you want, when you
want it and how you want it – from fast
email alerts when something happens,
to a range of custom reports. In short,
it’s the most powerful, effective and
transparent tool of its kind in the
industry, and it’s available exclusively to
Chubb’s clients and brokers.
Not just another insurance policy, we
want to listen to you.
We seek to truly understand you and
your clients’ business insurance needs,
the risks you face now, and in the future,
so that we can work alongside you to
take on these challenges.
For organisations that span geographies,
risks are interconnected and magnified.
Our goal is to make managing these
insurance programs as easy as possible,
and we have structured the Major
Accounts division accordingly. Our
global, multidisciplinary network
is dedicated to providing you with
comprehensive support in all areas
of your programs, at all times. It’s a
complete approach that spans borders,
lines of business and service areas
seamlessly. There’s nothing easy about
managing a global insurance program.
But we just make it easier.

Powerful, comprehensive and
transparent, Worldview®, our unique
and award-winning web-based platform,
puts the status of your clients’ entire
insurance program at your team’s
fingertips – in real time. You and your
clients can view program and claims
updates, get copies of local policies
and certificates, and even access
the proprietary research tools our
underwriters, account managers, claims
teams and legal professionals use
every day.
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Solutions for Small Commercial and
Middle Market Clients
Our core offerings are distributed via
partnerships, retail agents and brokers.
The foundation of the Small Commercial
offering is our SME Packages which can
be tailored to include Property All-Risk,
Liability, Workers' Compensation,
Financial and Professional Lines, and
Personal Accident coverages. Our ability
to deliver fast and easy servicing is the
key differentiator.
Middle Market Division
The Middle Market customer is seeing an
increasing need around greater capacity
and creative coverage options, which
increases pricing pressure. This customer
base requires cost-efficient programs
coupled with excellent service.

Our customers
will see us as a
complete solution,
delivering an
experience
that is relevant,
consistent and
easy to
understand.

The small commercial and middlemarket is home to some of the most
dynamic, innovative and exciting
businesses in the world. For Chubb, this
presents a world of opportunities – to
help these businesses grow, overcome
challenges and meet the future head on.
We share your clients’ vision, optimism
and enterprise. As they take on the
world, wherever they want to take their
business, our dedicated teams are there
to help them turn those objectives
into achievements.
Small Commercial Division
Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) find
themselves in a constantly changing
and expanding market, where they are
exposed to increasingly more complex
risk and in need of segment-specific
products coupled with fast and
efficient servicing.
Chubb’s Small Commercial Division
offers simple and smart
technology-driven solutions for small
businesses with revenue up to USD10
million.
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Chubb’s Middle-Market offers semibespoke solutions for medium-sized
businesses with revenue from
USD10 -250 million. In an increasingly
cost-conscious environment, we
differentiate ourselves by bundling our
best-in-class monoline products into
innovative industry-specific offerings.
All this while keeping to our traditional
foundations of strong underwriting, loss
prevention, and claims management.
Our Solution
Our customers will see us as a complete
solution, delivering an experience
that is relevant, consistent and easy to
understand.
Chubb delivers the value proposition
though a vertically integrated,
customer-driven structure layered over
our partners’ distribution strategies.
Bringing together Operations,
Technology, Claims and Risk
Engineering to realise a scalable
operating framework that helps deliver a
seamless experience.
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Your Success is Our Goal

Benefits of Partnering with Us

We know that you are looking for a
partner, not just a provider. So, we are
dedicated to helping you demonstrate
insight and add strategic value for your
clients. To achieve this, we aim to
provide:

Get expert insight from specialists
in risk
We understand your clients’ business
and will create a tailored solution to fit
them perfectly.

•
•
•
•

A seamless tailored broker experience
Guidance from exceptional people
Finely crafted, bespoke products
A multi-national perspective coupled
with local market expertise

Benefit from a true partnership and
proactive approach
With our proactive and collaborative
approach, we’ll help your clients to
achieve the right outcome.
Be supported by those at the heart of
mid-market ambition
We understand and share your clients’
entrepreneurial spirit and together,
we’ll help them to take on the world,
regardless of size, vision or focus.
Have the reassurance of a global
partner that’s trusted and respected
Our international reputation for delivery
and financial strength mean you and
your clients can count on us.
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Superior Craftsmanship
Chubb is defined by superior underwriting, service
and execution. What those attributes say to us
is superior craftsmanship. As craftspeople, we
conceive, craft and deliver extraordinary insurance
coverage and service that our customers deserve.
We’re proud to sign all of our work with our mark of
craftsmanship: Chubb. Insured.
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Property

Chubb will consider a broad spectrum of
risks occupancies including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire
Every business faces a unique set of
risks and hazards. With our global
capacity, Chubb can tailor products to
meet any customer’s needs whether it
is small, medium or large-sized local
or multinational company.
We have the experience, knowledge
and tools to help companies prevent
losses from happening, and minimise
the impact when they do. With a client
list that includes many of the world’s
foremost companies, we have been
helping clients design customised
property risk management programmes,
including tailored engineering services,
for more than two decades.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apartment buildings
Casinos / integrated resorts
Colleges and universities
Commercial offices / retail blocks
Financial institutions
Hospitals and larger clinics
Infrastructure (such as toll roads
and bridges)
Light Industrial / manufacturing
companies with a risk management
philosophy
Modern hotels and resorts
Ports and airports
Radio and TV broadcasting facilities
Real estate owners / portfolios
Schools / Churches
Shopping centres, malls and plazas
Sports facilities / stadiums
Telecommunications
Utilities (large/modern)

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Coverage – ‘Fire & Named Perils’ or ‘All
Risks’ for physical assets, interruption
to the business or loss of profits
against any physical loss, destruction
or damage not otherwise excluded.
• Natural Catastrophe Peril Coverage
• Option for the customer’s physical
assets to be reviewed by Chubb's
AAA Risk Management Programme
conducted by experienced Risk
Engineers.
• Capacity of up to USD650 million

We have extensive experience and
capacity in primary, excess and all risk
property insurance.
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Terrorism

Benefits of Partnering with Us

In order for an organisation to
function in the global marketplace,
it is essential to acknowledge the risk
of terrorism and ensure cover for the
cost of sustaining profitable business
activity in the event of an attack.

• Up to USD150 million capacity placed on
either primary, excess or full value basis
• Dedicated and experienced team
of professionals
• Terrorism Liability Capability
• 60-month construction period
• Choose from four types of cover:
– Standalone Terrorism
– Standalone Terrorism & Sabotage
– Full Political Violence
(excluding War & Civil War)
– Full Political Violence
(including War & Civil War)

Cover can best be provided by
a company which offers global
experience combined with local
knowledge and cultural understanding.
Chubb’s global terrorism cover offers
clients financial security against
the threat of property damage and
business interruption following an act
of terrorism or civil commotion. Cover
applies for operational risks and those
under construction. We work together
with clients and brokers to tailor their
product as clients’ needs evolve within
an ever changing security environment.
Standard products are based on LMA 3030
(T3), LMA 5039 (T3a) and Chubb’s Full
Political Violence wordings.
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Power, Utilities, Energy, Construction &
Inland Marine
In addition, we provide a wider solution
for all Construction needs. Please refer
to page 28 for our Construction Risk
and Insurance Solutions (CRIS).
Power Generation
Chubb is widely recognised as a global
leader in providing all risk property
insurance for all types of power plants
and power stations. We have the
capacity, financial resources coupled
with a global network of underwriting,
engineering and claims professionals
to manage a wide range of exposures in
this specialised area.

Inland Marine

Comprising a team of underwriting and
risk management professionals, this
team leverages Chubb’s global strengths
in the power, utilities, energy and
construction sectors to develop bespoke
global and local solutions according to
the client’s needs.

Upstream & Downstream
Energy Facilities

Coverages are available for:

We provide the underwriting,
engineering and claims solutions to meet
the specialised needs of each client.

• Stand-alone Boiler & Machinery
• Upstream & Downstream Energy
Facilities
• Construction
• Power & Utilities Facilities
• Inland Marine

Boiler & Machinery
Boiler and machinery breakdown
coverage is available on all types
of machinery and manufacturing
equipment and plants across a spectrum
of industries as a mono-line product
or as part of an all risks package.
Depending on specific requirements, we
can provide seamless coverage.

Our offering encompasses a wide
spectrum of upstream & downstream
protection from exploration coverage to
onshore and offshore facilities.

Contractors’ All Risk & Erections
All Risk
Our Contractors’ All Risk Policy embraces
construction of static structures. Our
appetite includes all types of domestic,
retail, commercial and industrial buildings
for which Chubb can provide finished
operational covers.
Our expertise also extends to civil
construction such as road, rail, tunneling,
harbour development and dams.
Our Erections All Risk Policy provides
cover for all types of machinery installation
projects ranging from small manufacturing
plants to large industrial projects such as
refineries and power stations.

Comprising a variety of customised
products designed to provide coverage
for assets that are not covered by
traditional Property or pure Marine
products, our range of solutions includes:
• Mobile Plant and Equipment
• General Property (property solutions
for a large range of asset types that
are mobile)
• Leased Assets (ability to offer
point-of-sale insurance solutions via
Financier or Vendor)
• Musical Instruments & Theatrical Assets

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Regional capabilities backed by global
reach and underwriting excellence
• Integrated offering for the Power,
Utilities, Energy, Construction and
Inland Marine sectors
• Industry insight and understanding of
geo-political risks
• Large capacity especially for the more
complex, heavy industrial engineering
projects
• Financial strength
• Tailored, cost-effective risk
management solutions
• In-house regional claims professionals
• Long-term focus on client
relationships
13
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Chubb International Excess

Other Benefits
• Large capacity to ensure programme
stability
• Coverage terms available for up to 3 years
• Consider all industry classes except
steel and off-shore energy
• Worldwide risks accepted (subject to
licensing requirements and sanctions
restrictions)
• Additional capacity to Chubb’s existing
property operations in the region

Limits
• Maximum USD200 million limit per
risk or local currency equivalent
• Critical catastrophe capacity may be
more limited

Chubb International Excess offers
all-risk excess property insurance
to a client base in the Asia Pacific
region targeting large companies and
covering exposures that are generally
low in frequency and high in severity.

Coverage Highlights
• All-risk coverage on a follow form
basis (Property Damage and Business
Interruption)
• Natural catastrophe covers
• Power Generation, On-shore Energy
and Mining covers
• Engineering Insurances (Erection All
Risk/Construction All Risk/Boiler &
Machinery)
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Attachments
• Excess of loss only, normal
minimum USD50 million or local
currency equivalent
• Industry class, natural catastrophe
exposure, size of risk and MFL / PML
all determine the attachment point

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Local / regional knowledge backed by
global capability
• Underwriting experience in a broad
range of industries
• Superior claims handling and
administration
• A consultative approach to loss
prevention and mitigation
• Tailor-made programmes backed by
client-centric service
• Long-term focus on client
relationships
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Marine

• Single shipment cargo insurance
• Transport operators freight liability
with cargo protection options
• Truck cargo insurance
• Web-based system to quote and/or
issue cargo insurance
We are able to provide high limit
protection of up to USD25 million for any
one conveyance, with additional capacity
made available through other members
of Chubb.

Logistics Solutions
We are able to offer logistic companies
that are licensed under local insurance
intermediary regulations or have a
suitable arrangement via an external
licensed intermediary the following:

We have a long history of tailoring and
offering Marine insurance through our
predecessor companies:
• Dating back to 1792 with the Insurance
Company of North America, a
predecessor company, insuring the
ship ‘America’ and the cargo for
mercantile firm Conyngham, Nesbitt &
Co in Philadelphia
• Another predecessor company,
Chubb & Son, was founded in 1882 as
a Marine insurance company in New
York.

Cargo Protection
We draw upon our experienced
underwriters to create bespoke solutions
for a wide variety of shipping needs.
Our Cargo product is supported by
an in-house risk management team of
specialist surveyors and loss control
advisers together with an experienced
team of claims adjustors. Our areas of
focus include:
• Annual, open and short term
cargo insurance for domestic and
international shipments
• Complex, higher hazard, nonstandard
and unusual cargo risk solutions
• Fine art and valuable goods covers
• Marine storage insurance
• Project cargo with optional cover for
consequential loss
• Shipment insurance products for
higher volume and lower value
deliveries

• CargoAdvantage® system, our
proprietary and web-based marine
insurance quoting and issuing system,
to quote and issue Marine insurance
to shippers
• Multimodal freight liability and
professional liability insurance cover
• Marine insurance or extended freight
liability for contractual arrangements
that require increased limit protection
and/or wider coverage options
In addition, we are able to work with
‘brick and mortar’ and web-based
retailers and transport operators to
develop a Shipment insurance cover to
protect their customers against the risk
of loss or damage to their offline and
online purchases.
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We have a long
history of tailoring
and offering
Marine insurance.

Marine Hull & Specialty

Benefits of Partnering with Us

In addition to our core cargo products,
we offer, across many countries in the
Asia Pacific region, a broad range of
covers for vessel owners, managers and
charterers such as hull and machinery,
increased value, war, mortgagees
interest, loss of hire, pleasure craft and
ship builders and conversion insurance.

• Ability to accommodate high policy
limits
• CargoAdvantage system
• Customised risk management
solutions
• Established logistics and project
cargo practice
• Experienced Marine Underwriters
• Global and regional leaders in fine art
& specie
• Long-term focus on client
relationships
• Tailored multinational programmes
• Wide commodity range
• Worldwide network of claims
professionals

Marine liability solutions are also
available via insurance intermediaries
for many facets of the marine industry,
including marina operators, port
authorities, ship repairers, stevedores
and terminal operators.

Fine Art & Specie
Chubb is one of the global leaders in
designing direct products for fine art &
specie individual risks and occupation
groups. Across Asia Pacific, our product
offerings comprise fine art, jewellery and
collections including: dealers, exhibitions
and galleries, jeweller's block insurance,
and valuable goods (specie) insurance.
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Casualty

Coverage Capabilities
• Occurrence or Claims-made basis
• Broadform or manuscript wording
• Broad insured and policy trigger
definitions
• Extensions for automobile liability,
errors & omissions, product recall
expenses, statutory liability
• Up to USD100 million capacity

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Seasoned Casualty underwriters who
are empowered to deliver
• Multinational network capability
with robust capitalisation and
financial strength

As a leading underwriter of casualty
risks globally, we offer risk managers
and brokers a wide variety of innovative
casualty products and risk transfer
mechanisms on a primary, excess or
umbrella basis. We have a strong capital
base that can handle major exposures
and an international network of claims
centres. We are deeply committed to
meeting our clients’ needs with the
flexibility to manage a broad range of
circumstances and we are able to provide
access to our own risk control engineers
who know how to help businesses
improve their risk management and loss
prevention strategies.

Product Classes
• Public / General / Premises Operations
Liability
• Products / Completed Operations
Liability
• Global Liability
• Construction Liability
• Excess Liability
• Umbrella Liability
• Workers Injury Compensation /
Employers Liability
• Captive Reinsurance

Industry Specific Products
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chubb Work Guard®
Marine Services Liability
Chubb OffshoreTM
Chubb Aged Care
Hoteliers Liability
Chubb Global Guard®

• Active claims management where, if
necessary, the right experts are used
at the right time
• Experienced local in-house Casualty
Risk Engineers that can assist our
clients' in managing risk.
• Tailored insurance solutions through
bespoke coverage, industry-specific
products and global knowledge
• Consultative approach with clients
– We structure programmes that
perform specifically to how our clients
operate, offering the right coverage in
the right place
• Up-to-date insights – Worldview®
provides you with 24/7 alerts and
access to all your up-to-date policy
documentation, including claims, as
well as Axco information so you are
kept abreast of changing regulation
and legislation
• Access to best practice sharing –
Benefit from what peers have done to
meet their needs and policies in the
face of emerging risks
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Chubb Global
Guard will give
you a centralised
and effective
programme to
manage your
multinational
liability insurance
requirements.
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Chubb Global Guard

Benefits of Partnering with Us

Chubb Global Guard® is a
co-ordinated liability insurance
and risk management solution
for varying sized companies with
overseas subsidiaries or assets.
Whether you are a manufacturer
with factories overseas, a financial
institution with offices around the
world, or an international network
of hotels, the Chubb Global Guard
solution will give you a centralised
and effective programme to manage
your multinational liability insurance
requirements.

• Consultative approach with clients
– We structure programmes that
perform to how our clients operate,
offering the right coverage in the
right place
• Up-to-date insights – Worldview®
provides you with 24/7 alerts and
access to all your up-to-date policy
documentation, including claims, as
well as Axco information so you are
kept abreast of changing regulation
and legislation
• Access to best practice sharing –
Benefit from what peers have done to
meet their needs and policies in the
face of emerging risks
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Environmental Risk

Our team of
specialist
environmental risk
underwriters
can help clients
identify potential
environmental
risks and create
solutions to
minimise bottom
line impacts should
an incident occur.

Pollution is not just a consideration for
the more ‘traditional’ industries such as
chemicals, petroleum or manufacturing;
there is now pressure on any organisation
to behave in a socially, ethically and
environmentally responsible manner.
Traditional insurance often fails to cover
the pollution liabilities of businesses –
increasing environmental legislation,
financial implications, damage to trade
and reputational damage. Whether
as a result of historical activities or
ongoing operations, the implications of
pollution or environmental damage can
be disastrous for a business resulting in
regulatory enforced remediation costs
and claims for damages by third parties.

Our environmental liability
offering includes:
• Premises pollution liability insurance
• Contractors pollution liability
insurance

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Responsiveness to the local needs of
brokers and clients
• Flexibility in coverage by providing
bespoke solutions
• Consistency in our approach and
appetite

We have designed products to respond
specifically to these exposures, from
traditional risk transfer for simple
operational exposures, to bespoke
programmes designed for complex merger,
acquisition or liability relief transactions.
We work together with brokers and
clients to understand their business
as well as explain the types of cover
available. Through global expertise
and experience, our team of specialist
environmental risk underwriters
can help clients identify potential
environmental risks and create solutions
to minimise bottom line impacts should
an incident occur.
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Financial Lines

•
•
•
•
•

Educator / School Liability Insurance
Medical Malpractice (MM) Insurance
Cyber Insurance
Personal Information Protection
(PIP) Insurance
Kidnap/Ransom & Extortion (KRE)
Insurance

Our suite of Financial Lines Insurance
products are highlighted below:
Directors and Officers (D&O)
Liability Insurance
Our D&O product is designed to provide
personal protection for the directors,
officers and management against
financial loss arising from the potential
exposures associated with managing
or supervising the company (whether
private or listed).

In these times of increasing litigation,
the need for protection of the individual
and corporate body has never been
greater. No business is immune and
the results can be devastating. Chubb’s
Financial Lines insurance solutions
offer secure and stable professional and
management liability coverages as a
strategy for self-defence.

Product Summary

Management Liability Insurance (ML)

•

Our ML product is designed to address a
broad range of risks confronting private
companies and their management teams.

Chubb has written management and
professional liability cover for more than
100 years in the international markets
and in Asia for more than 30 years. We
handle a diverse range of claims in this
region and are experienced with the
most challenging of cases.

•

Our experience in claims handling
is complemented by our innovative
capabilities, as evidenced by the launch
of new products and/or endorsements
to stay ahead of market trends. In
addition, Chubb’s multinational
capabilities means that we are able to
meet management and professional
liability needs across multiple
jurisdictions for any organisation.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directors and Officers (D&O) Liability
Insurance
Management Liability Insurance
(ML)
Side A Directors & Officers Liability
Insurance (Side A)
Public Offering of Securities
Insurance (POSI)
Employment Practice Liability (EPL)
Insurance
Pension Trustee Liability (PTL)
Insurance
Commercial Crime Insurance
Investment Management Insurance
(IMI)
Private Equity / Venture Capital
Insurance (PEVC)
Financial Institution Professional
Indemnity (FIPI) Insurance
Financial Institution Crime
Insurance
Commercial Professional Indemnity
(PI) Insurance
Single Project Professional
Indemnity (SPPI) Insurance
Association Liability / Not For Profit
(NFP) Insurance

Side A Directors & Officers Liability
Insurance (Side A)
Our Side A product is designed to provide
personal protection for directors, officers
and management against financial loss,
which cannot be indemnified by their
company, arising from the potential
exposures associated with managing
or supervising the company (whether
private or listed). The policy limit is
dedicated only to the directors and
officers and is not shared with any entity
coverage that may be provided under a
standard D&O policy.
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Chubb has written
management and
professional
liability cover
for more than
100 years in the
international
markets and in
Asia for more than
30 years.
Public Offering of Securities
Insurance (POSI)

Pension Trustee Liability
(PTL) Insurance

Our POSI product is designed to provide
directors, officers, management, the
company and the selling shareholders
protection against the potential
exposures associated with the offering
prospectus and/or roadshow relating to
the initial or secondary public offering of
securities on any stock exchange or any
other placement.

Our PTL product is designed to protect
an individual’s personal assets (usually
a trustee’s - hence the name). It looks
to reimburse the pension fund for
loss resulting from exoneration and
indemnification clauses, and the
sponsoring employer in respect of
indemnification clauses, with the trigger
being an allegation of a wrongful act.
It also offers protection against a wide
range of allegations, including a breach
of trust, duty or statutory provision;
negligence; administration errors
or omissions; improper disclosures
or amendments; misstatements or
misleading statements; or
mal-administration.

Employment Practice Liability
(EPL) Insurance
Our standalone EPL product is
designed to provide directors, officers,
management, all other employees and
the company protection against the
potential exposures associated with any
employment related issues, including
but not limited to wrongful dismissal,
employment related discrimination,
harassment, failure to employ or
promote, invasion of privacy and other
employment related disputes.
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Financial Institution Crime Insurance
Our Financial Institution Crime protection is provided via the Bankers Blanket
Bond (BBB) and Electronic Computer
Crime (ECC) policies. These products
provide protection from direct financial
loss suffered by the financial institution
from both internal and external criminal
activities.

Commercial Professional Indemnity
(PI) Insurance
Our PI Insurance product is designed
to provide protection to a professional individual or entity (other than a
financial institution) against civil liability
claims resulting from a loss arising from
professional services that are offered to
its clients or customers.

Commercial Crime Insurance
Our Crime Insurance product is designed
to provide direct financial loss protection
to the company against the growing
threats of dishonesty and fraud by its
employees or outsiders.

Investment Management
Insurance (IMI)
Our IMI product is designed to protect investment managers, investment advisors
and the funds against management and
professional liabilities arising from the
investment services provided. This policy
is also extended to protect investment
managers and funds from theft by employees or third parties.

Private Equity / Venture Capital
Insurance (PEVC)

Single Project Professional Indemnity
(SPPI) Insurance

Our PEVC product is designed to protect
the general partners, funds, directors, officers, investment team members against
management and professional liabilities
arising from the investment services
provided. This policy is also extended to
protect general partners
and funds from theft by employees or
third parties.

Our SPPI Liability product is designed
to provide protection to Design Professionals such as Architects, Engineers,
Construction Managers and contractors
against claims that may arise from
professional services provided by them
in connection with a single construction
project. This policy typically covers the
entire project from design up to and
beyond the final handover of the project
to the owner.
It covers claims by project owners
and financiers.

Financial Institution Professional
Indemnity (FIPI) Insurance
Our FIPI product is designed to provide
protection to financial institutions for
civil liability loss arising from professional services that are offered to its clients or
customers.

Warranty and Indemnity (W&I)
Insurance
Our W&I product is designed to protect
the deal participants in a transaction for
financial losses arising from a breach
of warranty or indemnity made in an
acquisition or merger agreement.
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Medical Malpractice (MM) Insurance
Our MM Insurance product is designed to
protect medical establishments
and/or individual healthcare
practitioners in the provision of
professional healthcare services. It also
caters for additional exposures faced
such as vicarious liability and for added
flexibility and protection, optional
extensions like fraud and dishonesty
cover (applies to medical establishments
only) and cyber and privacy infringement
cover can be included to further
strengthen coverage.

Cyber Insurance

Association Liability / Not For Profit
(NFP) Insurance
Our Association / NFP Liability products
are designed to provide protection
to non-profit making associations or
private clubs, their directors, principals
and employees, against the potential
civil liability they face in the conduct
of their activities and services. In other
words, this policy can avoid placing the
association’s or private club’s own assets
and their employees’ personal assets at
risk, which is very important in terms
of risk management to any non-profit
making entity or private club.

Educator / School Liability Insurance
Our Educator / School Liability product
is designed to provide protection to any
school or educational organisation, its
directors, principal, supervisors, teaching
or non-teaching employees, against the
potential civil liability they face in the
conduct of the educational services.

Our Cyber Insurance product is designed
to provide protection to any entity
or professional body from privacy
infringement liability, network security
liability, media liability, cyber extortion,
data asset loss and business interruption
in the conduct of their business.

Personal Information Protection
(PIP) Insurance
Our PIP product is designed to provide
protection to any entity or professional
body from privacy infringement liability
claims arising out of the collection,
processing and use of personal
information in the conduct of
their business.

Kidnap/Ransom & Extortion
(KRE) Insurance
Our KRE product is designed to provide
protection to any entity or professional
body from kidnapping or extortion
including cyber extortion.
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Political Risk & Trade Credit

• Political Violence and Forced
Abandonment
Our insurance policies provide broad
political violence cover for a world
where unrest and conflict doesn’t fit
neatly into boxes, including:
- Damage to, or destruction of,
physical assets as a result of physical
violence
- Abandonment of the assets or
the foreign enterprise, or the
abandonment of the operations of
the foreign enterprise, as a result of
political violence
• Inability to Import/Export
Our insurance policies provide
protection to importers and exporters
in different exposure scenarios, including:

There is another side to globalisation
for companies doing business abroad
today: political risk. Interstate conflict,
the failure of national governance and
outbreaks of nationalism are all part of
the geopolitical landscape.
Chubb’s political risk insurance products
are specifically designed to provide
businesses with broad cover for many
of the losses that can result from
government action, political unrest and
economic turmoil. The following are our
areas of focus.

- Cessation of operations where
exports are crucial to the business
- Loss of products that are only of
realisable value if exported
• Inability to Convert or to Transfer
Currency
Our insurance policies respond when
restrictions on foreign exchange
prevent remittances relating to:
- Dividends
- Shareholder loan payments
- Intercompany payables
- Proceeds of sale

• Expropriation and Discrimination
Our insurance policies protect
businesses operating abroad against
the risk of a range of arbitrary
government actions, such as:
- Confiscation, expropriation and
nationalisation
- Selective discrimination
- Forced divestiture
- Licence cancellation and breach
of contract
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We combine
financial strength
with prompt
claims handling,
and we are
structured to
deliver political
risk insurance and
credit protection
solutions around
the world through
regional hubs.

Trade Credit Insurance
When a company sells goods or
provides services on credit terms, the
risk of not getting paid by its customers
is a concern. In today’s fast moving
business environment, credit risk
represents uncertainty.
Chubb typically partners with
companies who want an insurance
product to complement their own
credit management practices. We aim
to support your business with the kind
of continuity that may be difficult to
find elsewhere. We can offer a variety of
product options, including:
• Multi buyer excess of loss
We support companies with
excellent credit management who
want to protect their receivables
portfolio in excess of an annual
aggregate deductible. Policies can
be managed centrally, regionally
or country by country using 360,
our online administration tool. We
can accommodate global insurance
programmes and we offer seamless
local service in the major global
financial centres.
• Single transaction or specific
account
Our single transaction credit
insurance is for companies which
simply need to protect against
non-payment by a single customer –
typically their largest customer.
• Named buyer portfolio
It is common for the bulk of a
company’s turnover to be with just a
handful of core customers. For such
cases, we can offer a named buyer
portfolio policy that insures sales
specific to those named buyers.
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• Top up
Companies sometimes have a trade
credit insurance policy in place with
another insurer that broadly meets
their needs, but does not fully cover
all of their exposures. For a peace of
mind, we have developed Limit, an
innovative, additional policy to insure
any shortfall in coverage. Companies
usually prefer to manage this top up
cover online, direct with Chubb.
• Flexible coverage
As well as offering non-cancellable
credit limits, we incorporate flexibility
into our trade credit insurance
policies, including:
- High discretionary limit levels,
in line with credit management
capability
- Variable levels of deductible with
risk share of up to 100%
- Group limits and worldwide
coverage
- Bespoke wordings
- Multi-year policies

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Our team comprises experienced
political risk and credit insurance
professionals. Our people have a deep
understanding of how political risks
relate to different business sectors and
companies. Our local underwriters
and Credit Risk Management team
assess, monitor and analyse countries,
industry sectors and companies
in relation to emerging risks and
opportunities.
• We combine financial strength with
prompt claims handling, and we
are structured to deliver political
risk insurance and credit protection
solutions around the world through
regional hubs.
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Industry Practices

Entertainment Companies
• Film, TV, Video and other media
production
• Conference and exhibition organisers
• Event organisers
• Theatrical performance

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Industry Focused
We are one of the market leaders
in providing superior insurance
solutions to emerging and
fast-evolving industries, such as
Entertainment, Technology, Clean
Tech and Life Sciences, due largely to
our experience:

Businesses are increasingly operating
in fast-paced environments demanding
innovation in order to succeed. This is
especially true of companies from the
entertainment, healthcare product
manufacturing, information technology,
communications as well as the rapidly
emerging renewable and clean technology
industries. These companies look for
business partners that can keep up with
rapid developments in their industries and
their insurance provider is no exception.
At Chubb, through our commitment of
serving these industries for over 30 years,
we have developed industry knowledge
and bespoke products that cater to the
evolving needs of these industries. Our
Industry Practices team provides a
one-stop shop for delivering tailored
Property and Casualty products across
multiple lines of coverage, including:
• Public / General / Premises Operations
Liability
• Products / Completed Operations
• Professional Liability (E&O) and Cyber
• Workers Compensation / Employers
Liability
• Clinical Trials
• Property and Business Interruption

•
•
•
•

Construction
Event Cancellation
Media Production and Film E&O
Prize Indemnity

Our Target Industry Segments
Technology Companies
• Technology Services and Consulting
• Software Development
• Communications Services
• Hardware and Electronics
Manufacturing
• Advanced Manfacturing
• Defence Technology
Life Sciences Companies
• Drugs (Pharmaceutical)
• Dietary Supplements
• Medical Devices
• Healthcare Product or Service
Organisations
Clean Tech Companies that are
involved in
• Deriving Power From Renewable
Sources
• Creating Energy Efficiency
• Addressing The Scarcity Of Natural
Resources

- Underwriting
Our local underwriters understand
your business, are experienced
in identifying complex risks, and
have decision-making authority to
provide our clients with superior
insurance solutions.
- Risk Engineering
Our risk engineers also have a range
of experience, including emerging
hazards, and provide valuable risk
assessment, useful loss control
services, as well as risk mitigation
recommendations.
- Claim service
We have earned a reputation for our
efficient and fair claims service. In
addition, our clients will have access
to our claims professionals.
• Global reach
We have underwriting, risk engineering
and claim specialists on the ground
in many countries around the world,
helping to provide a swift and personal
response to our clients’ inquiries.
• Financial stability
Chubb’s financial stability and ability
to pay claims rate among the best in
the insurance industry.
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Construction Risk and Insurance
Solutions

• Surety
• Trade Credit and Political Risks

One-Stop Solution for Your
Construction Insurance Needs
Through CRIS, our locally empowered
underwriters will work with our client or
broker to deliver an extensive package
of coverage ranging from Casualty,
Construction, Marine to Professional
Indemnity – and provide a single point of
contact for brokers and their clients. In
addition, we will bring our extensive risk
engineering and claims capabilities to
our clients, offering a complete risk and
insurance solution.

Chubb’s Construction Risk and Insurance
Solutions (CRIS) represents the next
step in the evolution of our Construction
Industry Practice Group for the Asia
Pacific region. Driven by local teams,
CRIS provides a one-stop solution for
brokers and clients, bringing together
our multi-line capability.

Leading Provider of Construction
Risk Management Solutions
A proven leader in the construction
industry, Chubb delivers integrated and
specialised insurance solutions which are
tailored to construction risks, whether on
project-specific, annually renewable or
open-cover basis. Our coverages include,
but are not limited to, the following:
• Contractors and Erection All Risks
• Delay in Start Up
• Property
• Terrorism
• Casualty
• Professional Indemnity
• Marine
• Environmental Liability
28

Whether you’re a Principal, Property
Developer or Main Contractor, we will
work collaboratively with you and your
broker to help develop seamless and
effective risk management solutions.

Diverse Solutions for Diverse Needs
At Chubb, we offer a broad spectrum of
products and services for construction
clients of all sizes, meeting the simplest
to the most challenging exposures.
Whether for large projects or Small and
Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), we
can customise coverages to create a
seamless and multi-line risk management
programme for our clients.

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• One point of contact for quotation
• One point of contact once policies are
bound with Chubb
• Customisable policies and solutions
• Convenience – One-stop shop
• One point of contact in the event of
a claim
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Complex Multinational Programmes

Chubb’s Complex Programmes is a
dedicated resource for alternative risk
products and is committed to offering
customised risk financing solutions across
multiple lines. We provide knowledge
and insight into the alternatives available
to conventional insurance arrangements
and will assist in the development of new
products in order to meet our customers’
needs. Our objectives are to deliver
tailored solutions for our customers and
ensure we will always be in a position to
meet expectations.
Enhanced Service
Our extensive global network
encompassing more than 180 countries1
provides the platform through which
policies are issued, claims are paid and
cash-flows are managed. Combining this
with our product breadth and financial
strength means we can help you manage
risks around the world with confidence.
That’s especially true when it comes
to claims. Our claims relationship
management for complex programmes
is now coordinated by senior claims
executives at home and abroad. It is
staffed by seasoned claims professionals
locally, and supported by protocols
and processes which we are able to
customise for our clients globally. We put
the dialogue on claims where it should
be – at the heart of the client relationship,
throughout the lifecycle of the insurance
contract. And, when a claim occurs –
wherever it occurs – we will manage it
consistently and accurately, as well as
resolve it efficiently.
1

Chubb owned operations in 54 Countries and

territories plus Network Partners.

Worldview – Powerful
and Comprehensive
Through our award-winning
Worldview® technology portal, we
provide transparent monitoring
capabilities, ensuring clients
and/or their appointed brokers are
kept up to date with programme status
and informed about changes to local
regulations and requirements.

Transparent Credit Management
Chubb works collaboratively with
captive owners and brokers to fully
understand proposed transactions and
takes a consultative approach towards
implementation of agreed collateral
arrangements. Whether that involves
hard, soft or contingent collateral (or a
combination thereof ), we offer complete
transparency of our credit management
process and are willing to make our
credit professionals available for direct
contact to ensure collateral arrangements
align with all parties’ expectations.
Coverage
We will work with prospective or existing
clients and producers to evaluate various
programme structures such as:
• Fronting only: domestic and
international
• Fronting plus excess of loss
• Fronting plus excess of loss and
aggregate
• Reinsurance only
• Claims management services with
ESIS, Inc. (purchase individually or
through Chubb)
• Health, Safety, and Environmental
Services with ESIS, Inc. (purchase
individually or through Chubb)
• Structured risk products
• Loss portfolio transfers (LPTs)
• Novations

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• Chubb has been designing and
implementing conventional risk
transfer and alternative risk financing
solutions for decades and is one of the
market leaders in this space
• Formalised practices and processes
that support cash flow and contractual
needs of captives
• Long term relationship focus and
commitment
• Pre-established banking relationships
for trust alternatives
• Dedicated specialty practices to
support captives: Cyber, Energy,
Environmental, Healthcare, M&A,
Political Risk, Terrorism, Transport
• Mono-line and multi-line capabilities
• Multinational programme capabilities
• Risk engineering capabilities
• Flexibility to unbundle fronting,
reinsurance and/or risk management
services as needed by the captive
owner
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Chubb’s Distribution and Service Platforms

You can see programme status
updates on a daily basis; get copies
of local policies and certificates; and
access Chubb’s Insurance Directory,
the proprietary research tool our
underwriters, account managers
and legal staff use every day. There
are numerous other features as well,
including programme contacts,
multinational standards, policy issuance
and claims alerts, and more. You may
also benefit from access to Global
RiskAdvantage, our multinational
loss-reporting tool.

CargoAdvantage

E-placement

CargoAdvantage®, our proprietary and
web-based marine insurance issuing
platform, facilitates the prompt issuance
of certificates of insurance.

We have developed E-placementTM
system, a user-friendly online platform
for our producers and their clients to
obtain quotations. Through its simplified
and customised underwriting process,
E-placement reduces the time required
to generate quotations that require
underwriting approval and enables
policy documentation and schedules to
be issued instantaneously.

This user-friendly system has multiple
benefits for companies, including:
• Certificates issued on the spot to
support transportation and trade
documentation
• The system is accessible anywhere,
anytime via computer with Internet
access
• The certificates are automatically
archived and can easily be referenced
in the event of a claim
• Streamlined operations process of
automated monthly invoicing and billing
CargoAdvantage also provides companies
with access to Incoterms® 2010, a
glossary of common Marine terms and
claims forms for ease of reference and
convenience.
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Worldview
Developed specifically for brokers of
multinational clients as well as risk
managers, Worldview® is an innovative
web-based desktop portal that gives you
access to our systems and knowledge in
one easy-to-use application. It is unique
in the industry and exclusive to Chubb.
Worldview allows you to monitor the
status of your entire global programme in
real time – from an intuitive,
easy-to-navigate home screen.
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Risk Engineering

• Major project reviews
• Transportation & special cargos
assessment
• Fire protection analysis
• Natural perils assessment
• Maintenance and protection of key
plant and equipment
• Risk Profiler (self-assessment)
programmes
• Emerging risk bulletins
• Lessons from losses, claims analysis
and trends
• Ongoing technical training and
support

Our Approach to Risk
The primary aim of Chubb Risk
Engineering Services is to assist our
clients in managing risk.

Chubb Risk Engineering Services is a
global network of more than 400 risk
consultants who craft practical risk
management solutions for clients.
For more than 70 years, we have
offered customised programmes to
minimise potential risk and support our
clients’ Enterprise Risk Management
programmes.
Chubb Risk Engineering Services
provides risk management advice in
areas including Property, Terrorism,
Equipment Breakdown, General
Liability, Product Liability, Workers
Injury Compensation / Employers
Liability, Product Recall, Construction,
Transportation, Cyber and
Environmental risks.

Our risk consultants have broad
industry experience and have diverse
engineering backgrounds. This
combined experience strengthens
our risk management offering. Our
risk consultants are familiar with local
regulations and best work practices,
as well as international loss prevention
standards. Our local risk consultants are
supported by in-house global industry
technical specialists located throughout
the world.

Our Services
Our risk management services and
programmes include:

Evaluating the likelihood and severity
of risk is a crucial part of our risk
assessments, which are based on the
methodology outlined in ISO 31000, Risk
Management – Principles and Guidelines.
We clearly define the level of risk which
assists with the prioritisation of risk
improvements.
Our risk advice also considers:
• Comparisons of local and
international risk management and
loss prevention standards
• Recent test data and claims history
• Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) requirements
• Industry best practices

• Risk assessment surveys
• AAA & Risk Score benchmarking
• Customised client risk evaluation
reports & underwriting reports
• Supply chain assessment
• Business Interruption / Business
Continuity Planning Analysis
• General & Product liability assessment
• Product recall programme assessment
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Chubb Risk
Engineering
Services is a global
network of more
than 400 risk
consultants who
craft practical risk
management
solutions for clients.

One of our key strengths is our
consultative approach and engagement
with our clients. We use our engineering
judgement to provide practical risk
solutions. This includes developing low
cost risk management solutions while
longer term protection upgrades are
budgeted for.
Risk benchmarking is an important part
of the risk management process and
Chubb's risk benchmarking systems
make it easier to identify deficiencies
across multiple facilities.
The major benefits of risk benchmarking
systems include:
• A risk benchmarking system that is
easier to understand
• Based on global standards
• Increased risk management awareness
• Allows comparison across multiple
facilities by year and risk category
• Comparison of risk based on agreed
standards
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We can also work with our clients to
develop bespoke risk benchmarking
programs or adopt our clients existing
risk management approach to ensure
integration with existing Enterprise Risk
Management programs.

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• In-house global network of risk
engineering consultants
• Customised risk engineering services
and programmes
• Consultative approach to risk
management and loss prevention
• Practical approach to risk
improvement that considers:
− Likelihood & Severity
− Cost vs. Benefits
− Best Practice vs. Compliance
• Long and short-term risk solutions
• Easier-to-understand risk
benchmarking systems
• Customised risk survey reports
including underwriting reports
• Extensive industry and local
experience
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Claims Efficiency

Benefits of Partnering with Us
• The right expert at the right time
– In addition to our experienced claims
teams, we always seek to appoint the
best external experts such as specialist
loss adjusters, lawyers, forensic
accountants, recovery specialists and
quantity surveyors. Our dedicated
claims handlers understand your
business and service requirements.
Throughout the claims process, clients
and brokers can speak to someone who
can answer their questions and mobilise
the appropriate services and expertise.

At Chubb, we understand the importance
of delivering the right claims response at
the right time. Claims can affect a business
and its employees, the well-being of an
individual or group, or even the ability of a
company to stay in business.
We pride ourselves on our pro-active
approach, efficient service and the high
quality of our staff. We focus on the claim,
so you can focus on your business.
We are committed to delivering a marketleading claims service across the region.
We seek to view each claim positively,
deliver the best solution for every situation
and handle all claims quickly
and seamlessly.
We communicate at key stages, appoint
the right experts worldwide for the
relevant situation and train our staff to be
one of the best in the industry.

Our Objective
Our core objective is to settle valid claims
as quickly as possible so that our clients
can get their businesses back on track.
For lower value, high-volume losses, we
can provide a fast-track claims service
to take the administrative burden off
our clients.
Our claims experience includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy & Power Generation
CAR, EAR
General Liability
Employer’s Compensation
Export Product Liability
Directors and Officers
Errors and Omissions
Management Liability
Environmental Risk Liability
Marine Transit
Marine Cargo
Surety

• Prompt resolution of issues to
avoid unnecessary delays – By active
management of the right resources,
we control the total cost of a claim and
minimise the impact of the loss on a
business. We work to resolve issues
quickly to avoid unnecessary delays
and, where appropriate, will proactively
pursue subrogation to achieve the best
result for our clients. By having claim
professionals in each office in the Asia
Pacific region we can provide local
service to our clients and bring local
knowledge to each and every claim.
In addition, our regional and global
network of claim professionals means
that clients have access to global best
practice claims expertise.
• A collaborative approach – Our
claims handlers work closely with
our underwriters who are involved
throughout the claims process.
Additionally, we believe in a genuine
long-term partnership with our clients
and in developing close working
relationships throughout the duration
of a claim and the policy; a strategy that
can make a difference in a claims result.
• Dedicated multinational client
servicing – A highly experienced
single point of contact who
understands the issues you face and
enhances our response to your needs
on a global multi-line basis.
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About Chubb in Asia Pacific

Contact Us

Chubb is the world’s largest publicly
traded property and casualty
insurance company. With operations
in 54 countries and territories, Chubb
provides commercial and personal
property and casualty insurance,
personal accident and supplemental
health insurance, reinsurance and life
insurance to a diverse group of clients.
As an underwriting company, we assess,
assume and manage risk with insight
and discipline. We service and pay
our claims fairly and promptly. The
company is also defined by its extensive
product and service offerings, broad
distribution capabilities, exceptional
financial strength and local operations
globally. Parent company Chubb Limited
is listed on the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE: CB) and is a component of the
S&P 500 index.

China
www.chubb.com.cn

Chubb maintains executive offices in
Zurich, New York, London, Paris and
other locations, and employs more than
30,000 people worldwide.
Chubb’s franchise in Asia Pacific
comprises an extensive network of
operations serving Australia, China,
Hong Kong SAR, Indonesia, Korea,
Macau SAR, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan,
Thailand and Vietnam.

Hong Kong SAR
www.chubb.com/hk
Indonesia
www.chubb.com/id
South Korea
www.chubb.com/kr
Malaysia
www.chubb.com/my
Philippines
www.chubb.com/ph
Singapore
www.chubb.com/sg
Taiwan
www.chubb.com/tw
Thailand
www.chubb.com/th
Vietnam
www.chubb.com/vn

Chubb. Insured.

TM

Important Notes:
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This brochure is intended to provide only a general description of the products and associated services offered by
Chubb. Any advice in this brochure is general only and does not take into account a potential purchaser’s objectives,
financial situation or needs, or the prevailing laws and regulations in the relevant jurisdictions. The information
contained herein is not intended to explain or broaden coverage afforded under any policy or product offered by
Chubb. Please review the full terms, conditions and exclusions of the relevant policy(ies) as well as the relevant
Product Disclosure Statement or the QFE Disclosure Statement (where applicable) and consider whether the advice
is right for you. Coverages are underwritten by one or more Chubb companies. Not all coverages are available in all
countries and territories. Coverages are subject to licensing requirements and sanctions restrictions. This document
is neither an offer nor a solicitation of insurance or reinsurance products. Potential purchasers should contact their
local broker or agent for advice.
© 2019 Chubb. Chubb® logo and Chubb. Insured.TM are protected trademarks of Chubb Limited.
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